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From: Dami 

Sent: Sunday, 31 July 2022 1:29 PM

To: Devonport City Council

Subject: objection to Amendment AM2022.01

I would like to submit an objection to Application Number Amendment - AM 2022.01 

specifically to Land Number  668242 Plan Number 249880 (proposed lot 7 on the plan) 

The proposed plan looks to remove 62 000 square kilometres of woodland space. 

SERIOUSLY? 

in a world when it is very much evident that we are in the midst of an environmental catastrophe a proposal comes 

through to decimate yet another 62 THOUSAND square metres of woodland. 

When we are in the middle of a mass extinction event we are proposing to remove that much woodland. 

I get the good that devonfield do and i assume that some of the funding goes towards such programs, But there is a 

distinct point here that feels missed and the value of what that space would mean to the unique, varied, and just as 

important fauna in the area shoudln't be ignored.  

There are bucket loads of land that could be developed on that don't have to decimate such large swathes wooded 

areas. I also would have thought such a green space would be more beneficial to the people that need that mental 

support significantly more so than what an urban jungle would ever provide. 

I can accept the sacrifice of proposed lots 5 and 6 and potentially Lot 1 which even that aera looks to be 23 000 

square metres of space (8000 of which is tree canopy covered) hopefully on the proviso that the equivalent canopy 

space is recovered somewhere else. 

this Goes against councils own Goal 1 of living lightly on the land. 

how is this a sustainable practice?  

how does this environmentally preserve the natural landscapes and geography for future generations? 

the last thing we need right now is more decimation of our environment. 

I implore you to give voice to the 'residents' of that wooded area that can't speak for themselves and to protect 

their homes just like we would a human. what a depressing place we become if this sort of development is 

encouraged and exploited. 

What a future. 

If you would like to discuss further my Phone number is  

my address is  

Regards 

Dami Barnes 
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